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Michael Moritz
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR - PARTNER, SEQUOIA CAPITAL
Michael Moritz is a partner at Sequoia Capital, which he joined in 1986. He championed and led
Sequoia's adjustment to the profound changes in global technology investing and was one of the
co-founders of its business in China and India as well as Sequoia Global Growth, a global
technology fund; Sequoia Heritage, the firm's single pool of globally diversified, long-term assets;
and Sequoia Capital Global Equities, a public market fund. Michael has represented Sequoia on
the boards of  Yahoo!, PayPal, Google, LinkedIn, Kayak and Flextronics; and younger businesses
such as Berkeley Lights, Instacart, Klarna and Stripe. Prior to joining Sequoia, Michael co-founded
Technologic Partners and was a correspondent for Time, where he was the San Francisco bureau
chief.

He is the author of several books including Return to the Little Kingdom, the first major book
about Apple published in 1984, and more recently LEADING with Sir Alex Ferguson, the longtime
Manager of Manchester United. Michael graduated from Christ Church, Oxford in 1976 with a
master’s degree in history. Crankstart, the foundation started by Michael and his wife, Harriet
Heyman, supports those with the ambition and grit to tackle what often seems impossible. He
received a knighthood from the Queen of England in 2013.

Diane Greene
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Diane Greene is the chair of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. She is also a director of
AP Moeller, Stripe, and Wix.

Previously Diane was on the boards of Alphabet, Intuit, SAP, and Khan Academy. She was the
founding CEO of VMware and took the company public.  She was the initial CEO of Google
Cloud, and she was the founding CEO of VXtreme and Bebop, sold to Microsoft and Google,
respectively. Before entering the tech industry, Diane worked as a naval architect designing
ships, mooring systems, and offshore platforms. She also ran engineering for Windsurfing
International and was the Race Committee Chair for many windsurfing and WorldCup
championships.

Diane has a master’s degree. in computer science from UC, Berkeley, a master’s degree in naval
architecture from MIT, a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering, and an honorary doctorate
degree from the University of Vermont. Diane is a member of the National Academy of
Engineering and won the 1976 Women’s National Sailing Championship.



Christa Davies
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR - CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; AON
Christa Davies serves as executive vice president, global finance, and chief financial officer for
Aon plc.

In her role as CFO, Christa oversees Aon’s global financial operations. She has helped manage
the firm’s two largest mergers: Benfield Group in 2008 and Hewitt Associates in 2010, as well as
the relocation of Aon’s headquarters to London in 2012.

Before joining Aon, Christa worked for Microsoft from 2002 to 2007 and held a series of
positions with increasing responsibility, including her last role as chief financial officer of the
platform and services division, the largest and most profitable division within the company.

Christa is a graduate in aerospace engineering from the University of Queensland in Australia,
and as a Fulbright Scholar, earned her MBA from Harvard University.

Jonathan Chadwick
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
Jonathan Chadwick has served as a member of our board of directors since February 2018.
Since April 2016, he has been a private investor.

From November 2012 to April 2016, Jonathan served as chief financial officer, chief operating
officer and executive vice president of VMware, Inc., a virtualization and cloud infrastructure
solutions company. He previously served as the chief financial officer of Skype Communication,
and as a corporate vice president of Microsoft after its acquisition of Skype. Jonathan previously
served as executive vice president and chief financial officer of McAfee, until its acquisition by
Intel. Before that, Jonathan served in various executive roles at Cisco Systems. Jonathan also
worked for Coopers & Lybrand (now PricewaterhouseCoopers), in various roles in the United
States and United Kingdom.

He currently serves on the boards of directors of Elastic NV, ServiceNow, Zoom, Confluent, and
various private companies. He previously served on the board of directors of Cognizant
Technology Solutions, and F5 Networks. Jonathan qualified as a chartered accountant in England
and holds a bachelor’s degree in electrical and electronic engineering from the University of
Bath.



Mark Carney
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR - VICE CHAIR; BROOKFIELD ASSET MANAGEMENT
Mark Carney is a vice chair of Brookfield Asset Management and head of transition Investing. In
this role, he is focused on the development of products for investors that will combine positive
social and environmental outcomes with strong risk-adjusted returns.

Mark is an economist and banker who served as the governor of the Bank of England from 2013
to 2020, and prior to that as governor of the Bank of Canada from 2008 until 2013. He was
chairman of the Financial Stability Board from 2011 to 2018. Prior to his governorships, Mark
worked at Goldman Sachs as well as the Canadian Department of Finance.

He is a long-time and well-known advocate for sustainability, specifically with regard to the
management and reduction of climate risks, and is currently the United Nations Special Envoy for
Climate Action and Finance.

He is also a member of the Global Advisory Board of PIMCO, the Group of Thirty, the Foundation
Board of the World Economic Forum, as well as the boards of Bloomberg Philanthropies, the
Peterson Institute for International Economics and the Hoffman Institute for Global Business and
Society at INSEAD.

Mark holds doctorate and master’s degrees from Oxford University and a bachelor’s degree in
economics from Harvard University.

Matt Huang
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR - CO-FOUNDER; PARADIGM
Matt Huang is the co-founder of Paradigm. From 2014 to 2018, Matt was a partner at Sequoia
Capital focusing on early stage venture investments in internet and mobile companies while also
leading the firm’s efforts in cryptocurrency. Prior to Sequoia, Matt was the founding CEO of
Hotspots, a YCombinator-backed company that was acquired by Twitter in 2012.

Matt is also a personal seed investor in companies such as Toutiao and Instacart, and purchased
his first Bitcoin from MtGox in 2012. Matt holds a bachelor’s degree in mathematics from MIT.


